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Abstract. The classical non-linear Schrδdinger equation associated with a
symmetric Lie algebra <? = £®<m is known to possess a class of conserved
quantities which form a realization of the algebra A®C[λ]. The construction is
now extended to provide a realization of the Kac-Moody algebra A OCC/ζ/Γ1]
(with central extension). One can then define auxiliary quantities to obtain the
full algebra #® C[A, A" 1 ]. This leads to the formal linearization of the system.

1. Introduction

This is a continuation of the work presented in [1], in which it was shown how to
construct conserved quantities for the generalized non-linear Schrδdinger (GNLS)
equation of Fordy and Kulish [2]:

iί = 4ίΛV%-δ (1.1)
(summation is implied over repeated indices) which is associated with a Lie algebra
^ = A@m. q(x, t) is a matrix field in 1 + 1 dimensions whose components lie in m,
and A is the centralizer of a special Cartan subalgebra element E satisfying the
property

[ E , e β ] = - f e β (1.2)

for all eae-m (where α is positive). This means that the algebra ^ is "symmetric", i.e.

[/, A] a A, [/, wϊ\ cz *n, [m9 m\ c= A. (1.3)

The curvature tensor R has components in m. defined by

eaR«βγ-δ = [eβ[eγ,e_δn (1.4)

Equation (1.1) can be written as a zero-curvature condition

3^-aΛ + [4^] = o, (1.5)

where

Ax = λE + A°x, (1.6a)

At = λ2E + λA°x + IE, dxA°χ-] + lβ[A%[A%, £ ] ] , (1.6b)
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and

A°x=-<fea-q-*e-a. (1.7)

The component form of (1.5) is

iqΐ = q*xx + qβqγq~%y-s, (1.8a)

-iqr = q;" + q-βq-γqδR-"β-vs. (1.8b)

The choices q~a = + gα* correspond to the restriction to the non-compact ( + ) or
compact (—) real forms of ^, and lead to Eq. (1.1) with a plus or minus sign.

One can find other values oϊΛt as a polynomial in λ such that the new equation of
motion (1.5), with Ax given by (1.6a), is still independent of λ. Each such At is
associated, via (1.5), with an evolution operator dt. It was shown in [1] that when At is
a polynomial in positive powers only, the collection of evolution operators can be
labelled dNik9 where ksi and AT is a positive integer, and that they have the
commutation relation

ίdM,pSN,k-] = δM+NfU>k] VM,iV^O;V/,fce/. (1.9)

In this paper, the case will be considered when At is a polynomial in negative powers
of λ. This will lead to the construction of evolution operators δ-Njk such that

\βm,P δHιk] = dm+HΛ]M Vm, n e Z , Vj, kei. (1.10)

The complete collection of operators d+Nk provides a realization of the Kac-Moody
algebra A ® C [A, λ ~x ], where C [A, λ " λ ] is the algebra of Laurent polynomials in the
complex variable λ. The parameters {±N,k) are thought of as infinitely many
independent "time" variables.

In [1] it was shown how to construct a group element of the form,

£ (1.11)

(1.12)

(1.13a)

At -^ω~1Atω + ω~ίωt = at, (1.13b)

where At is unknown, the zero curvature condition (1.5) becomes

3 j A + [A£,β,] = 0. (1.14)

This equation can be satisfied by choosing

at = λNk, (1.15)

where N is a positive integer and kei is constant. The transformation (1.13b) is

defined

Under

by

the gauge

ω

λωEω-

transformation

A ->ω~

= exp

'-ωx

XA ω-

Σλ-nωH9

ω~1=λE + Ao

x.

hω~1ωτ = λE,
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inverted to obtain

At = λNωkω-1-ωtω-1. (1.16)

If At is chosen to have no negative powers of λ, then it is determined uniquely by
(1.16) as the positive power part of λNωkω~1, while the action of dt on ω is
determined by the negative power part. At and dt defined in this way are denoted
AN(k), dχtk. Equating coefficients of powers of λ in (1.16) one obtains

ΛN(k)= f λ^ωkω-1)^^ (1.17a)

1 ) N + n , (1.17b)

where (•••)„ denotes the coefficient of λ~n. The relation (1.9) follows from the
definition (1.17b).

Now suppose that one chooses

at = λ~Nk (1.18)

as a solution to (1.14). Then the inverse gauge transformation (1.13b) gives

1 (1.19)

which does not determine A_N(k). For example, if N > 1, then the coefficient of λ~1

in (1.19) is

AlN(k)=-d-Ntkω1. (1.20)

One can think of (1.19) as defining the action of d-Ntk on ω in terms of the as yet
undetermined A_N(k). To find A_N(k) as a polynomial in negative powers of λ, one
would like to have an equation like (1.19) in which ω is replaced by a group element
which contains only non-negative powers of λ, i.e. one would like to find ώ of the
form

λnώn (1.21)
w = 0

such that one can perform the transformation

~1ώx = λE, (1.22a)

At-+ώ~1Atώ + ώ'1ώt = at. (1.22b)

Then one can again consider the solutions at = λ±Nkϊoτ (1.14). For the case λ~Nk9 the
inverse transformation (1.22b) gives

A.Ή(k) = λ~Nώkώ~ι -ώ_ J V f f c ώ" 1 , (1.23)

which enables one to obtain A^N(k) and the action of d_Nik on ώ, by equating
coefficients of powers of λ. The case λNk defines the action of dNtk on ώ in terms of
AN(k) (1.17a). To construct ώ, one writes it in the form

ώ = ψΩ, (1.24)
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where φ is independent of λ, and

Ω = exp £ λ"Ωn. (1.25)

It will be shown in Sect. 2 that Eg. (1.22a) determines Ω to all orders in terms of the
auxiliary field φ. In Sect. 3 the commutation relations of the evolution operators d±NJι

will be investigated, which will show them to form a realization of a Kac-Moody
algebra. The class of operators can be extended by allowing the algebra element to
be an arbitrary element of p9 rather than just of/. In Sect. 4 the Hamiltonians for the
operators d±NtQ are considered. Their Poisson bracket algebra provides a realization
of the Kac-Moody algebra ^ ® C[λ, λ~ *] © £c. In Sect. 5 it is shown that the formal
sum of Hamiltonians for the operators d±Ntβ can be used to linearize the system. The
interpretation of these operators is discussed in Sect. 6.

2. Construction of ώ

Let ώ be an element of the Lie group G, of the form

ώ = ψΩ9 (2.1)

where φ is independent of A, and

ί2 = exp f λnΩH. (2.2)
ι i = l

Now fix ώ by choosing

λώEώ -1-ώxώ~1 = Λxi (2.3)

where Ax is given by (1.6a); i.e.

λE + A°x = λφΩEΩ-^φ'1 - φΩJ}-^-1 - Φxφ'1. (2.4)

Equating coefficients of powers of λ°, one can see that

Ao

x=^φxφ-\ (2.5)

Notice that φ is the group element which arises in the transformation between the
GNLS system and the generalized Heisenberg ferromagnet [2]. (This will be
explained more fully in Sect. 6.) The λ-dependent part of (2.4) becomes

λΩEΩ'1- ΩXΩ ~1=λφ~1Eφ. (2.6)

Now, by expanding (2.2) as a power series in λ, one can obtain the identities

\= Σ ( r !Γ%^.αί2 f c l [ ί2 f c 2 [ [ β M E ] ] ] ] , (2.7a)
r= 1

(2.7b)
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where ( •)„ denotes the coefficient of λn. Use these to equate coefficients of λn in (2.6):

λi:dxΩ1=E-ψ'1Eψ9

i.e

^ ' (2.8a)

i.e.

Ω2 = l/M-^KΓHΓ^ + xKf 1 ^] + IΨ^EWHΨψ)

(2.8b)

and so on. In general one has

Vi (2.9)
for all n > 1, and so dxΩn is determined in terms of Ωm < „. In this way, f2 is determined
to all orders non-locally in terms of ψ.

3. The Evolution Operators

Recall the zero curvature condition

dxAt-dtAx + [Ax,Atl = 0, (3.1)

where Ax is given by (1.6a) and At is unknown. Consider the gauge transformation

Ax-+ω~ 1Axω + ω~1ωx = λE9 (3.2a)

ω " 1 ω ί = αt, (3.2b)

where ω is the group element defined by (1.12), of the form ω = exp £ λ~nωn.
« = i

Under the transformation (3.2), the zero curvature condition (3.1) becomes

dxat + lλE,at-] = 0. (3.3)

One can choose the solutions

at = λ±Nk (3.4)

for (3.3) (where JV is a positive integer). Then (3.2b) can be inverted to obtain

AN(k) = λNωkω ~ x — coNtkω ~1, (3.5a)

~1 =λ~Nωkω~1 -A_N(k), (3.5b)

where AN(k) is chosen to be a polynomial in non-negative powers of A, while A_N(k)
is a polynomial in negative powers. Equation (3.5a) defines AN(k) and the action of
dN>k on ω, while (3.5b) is regarded as defining the action of d_Ntk on ω in terms of
A-N(k), which is still undetermined.

Now consider the gauge transformation (3.2) with ω replaced by ώ as
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constructed in Sect. 2. Then, from the definition (2.3),

Ax->ώ"1Axώ -f ώ~ίώx = λE, (3.6a)

At-+ώ~ 1Atώ + ώ~ίώt = at, (3.6b)

where At is considered unknown. The zero curvature condition again takes the form
(3.3), and the solutions (3.4) can be used to invert (3.6b) to give

A_N(k) = λ~Nώkώ~1 —ώ^N>kώ~1, (3.7a)

ώNtkώ ~x = λNώkώ ~1 - AN(k). (3.7b)

Equation (3.7a) defines A_N(k) as the negative power part of λ~Nώkώ~ \ and defines
ώ _ N k ώ ~ 1 as the positive power part. Equation (3.7b) defines the action of dN>k on ώ
in terms of AN(k\ which was defined by the positive power part of (3.5a). Explicitly,
one has

ΛN(k)= Σ λn(ωkω-%.n= £ λ»A»N(k), (3.8a)
«=0 n=0

(ω^-^iωkω-1)^., (3.8b)

(from (3.5a)), where (f(ω))n denotes the coefficient of λ~" in /(ω),

V i " ' = Σ λ-M _w(feχ (3.9a)

(3.9b)

for JV > 0 (from (3.7a), using (2.1)), where (f(Ω))π denotes the coefficient of λ" in f(Ω),

% (VΛΓ>0), (3.10a)

(3.10b)

(from the coefficient of λ° in (3.7b), using (2.1) and (3.8a)),

ψ_Nkψ-ί = ψ{ΩkΩ-1)Nψ-1 (ViV>0) (3.11)

(from the coefficient of λ° in (3.7a)). Lastly, (3.5b) and (3.7b) become

• 1 ) N - > ~ 1 (VΛΓ>0), (3.12a)

= λNΩkΩ~ί-Y λ^-'iωkω'^.J (ViV>0), (3.12b)

n=l

N

f - 1 = ί 3 f e β - 1 - / c (3.12c)

(using (3.9a), (3.8a) and (3.10)).
Notice that (3.8b) implies

(co1jBω~1)π = (α>Eco~1)π+1 = ( ω x ω ~ 1 ) n (3.13)

(by (1.12)), i.e.

dUE = dx (3.14)
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and so, by (3.10a),

_ ^ o ( 3 1 5 )

(using (1.12) again). This is consistent with (2.5). Now, ω satisfies identities like (2.7),
where (•••)„ is taken to denote the coefficient of λ~n, so that (from (3.15))

SN,kΛ°x = [ ^ , k ω 1 ? £ ] = [(ωN, f eω-1)1,lΓ| (using (2.7b))

= [_{ωkω-1)N+uE] (from (3.8b)), (3.16a)

and

d-NthA° = [d-NtkωuE] = [E9AlN(k)] (from the coefficient of λ~λ in (3.5b))

i.e.

%_ίψ-1τi (3.16b)

(by (3.9a) and (2.5)). Equations (3.16) are the equations of motion corresponding to
A±N(k). (One could also obtain them by substitution of (3.8a), (3.9a) in (3.1).)

The commutation properties of the evolution operators will now be investigated.
Recall Eq. (3.5):

conkco-1 = λnωkω~x - An(k) VrceZ, ked (3.17)

(or alternatively use ώ, i.e. Eq. (3.7)) and consider the identity

( ld n ,k, δ m J ] ω)ω ~1 = dntk(ωmJω ~ 1 ) - dmJ(ωntkω " 1 ) + [ωmJω " x , ωHfkω ~x ]

(3.18)

for all m, neZ, k.jed. Using (3.17), one has

dnA^mjCo-1) = λ^λ'ωkω-1 - AM ™i™~'] " Sn,kAm{j). (3.19)

One finds that (3.18) becomes

= dmJAn(k) - dnΛAm(j) - 1AM Λm{m + λn+mωίk9 βω~\ (3.20)

and so (using (3.17) to rewrite the last term in (3.20)) one can deduce that the relation

ldn,k>3mJ] = dn+m,ik9jl (3.21)

is equivalent to the condition

dn,kAm(j) - dmjAH(k) + [AM Am{m = An+m([K Π)9 (3.22)

which must now be verified using (3.8a) and (3.9a). One needs to consider separately
the cases where n, m are of the same or different sign. Suppose they are of different
sign, i.e. n = Nfe 0) and m = - M ( ^ 0), and suppose (N-M)^ 0. Split (3.22) into
coefficients of λ~~p and λq (where p,q ^ 0):

(3.23a)

(3.23b)
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Using (3.8a) and (3.9a), the left side of Eq. (3.23a) becomes

+ Mfφl(ΩNtkΩ-ίl,(ΩjΩ-1)M^^φ-1 (using (3.10))

= 0

as required (using (3.12b) and noting that r < N). The left side of (3.23b) becomes

M + q

r = q+ί

-1)N_M_q (using (3.9a), (3.12a))

as required (using (3.8a)).
The calculation for (N — M) < 0 proceeds along similar lines, noting that for this

case AN_M([k, β) has the form (3.9a). One can also check the cases where n, m in
(3.22) are of the same sign. (The case n,m^0 was considered in [1]). Having verified
(3.22), one can conclude, from (3.21), that the evolution operators d±Ntk provide a
realization of the Kac-Moody algebra i®C\_λ,λ~1~\.

Notice that (3.22) is a generalization of the zero curvature condition (3.1). Putting
(n,fc) = (1,£) and recalling (3.14), Eq. (3.22) becomes

8xΛm(j) - δmJAx + IAX9 Am{j)2 = 0 VmeZ, jei. (3.24)

A less illuminating (but quicker) method of obtaining (3.21) is to use φ in place of
ω in (3.18). For example, using (3.10), (3.11) and Eq. (3.5), (3.7), one obtains

M

+ V \jf\_(ΩkΩ~1)r_Ή — \lj~1{(ύk<X)~1)χ_rψ,(ΩjΩ~1)M_r~\\l/~1. (3.25)

If (N - M) ̂  0 then (3.25) becomes

. J Σ
s = 0

= -(ωίkJ~]ω-1)N-M = ψN-MAkJ]ψ-1 (3.26)

with a similar result for (N — M)< 0. One can also check the equal sign cases in the
same fashion.
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The evolution operators d+Nik can be extended in the obvious way, simply by
replacing k by a general constant element ge^, i.e.

An(β) = λnωgω~1 -ωngω~1 = λ^gώ'1 -ώngώ~~ι VrceZ, gey.

(3.27)

One can then verify in the same way as earlier the equation

dn,gAm(h)- dm,hAn(g) + [An{g)> Am(h)] = An+m{\_g,K]) Vn, meZ, g, he?,

(3.28)
which is equivalent to the condition

\βn,g> Sm,h] = Sn + m,[g,h] > P 2 9 )

and so one obtains a realization of the Kac-Moody algebra ?® C[A, A" 1 ] . Notice
that for mem the quantities A±N(m) do not satisfy the zero curvature condition,
which is why they were not obtained in the original construction (where one sought
solutions of (3.1)), and so the parameters (±N9m) cannot be regarded as true
"times." Their interpretation will be discussed later.

4. Hamiltonians

The Hamiltonians Hn(g) for the operators dng are defined by

dnj = {f,Hn(g)}, (4.1)

where / is any function, and the Poisson bracket is given by

(z)). (4.2)

Hamilton's equations take the form

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

Now, the Jacobi identity, together with (4.1) and (3.29), implies that (for any
function /)

{f{Htt(g),Hm(h)}} = [βn<g,dm<h-\f = dm+mJtMf

= {f,Hn+mdg,h])} Vn, me~Z,g, he?,
(4-4)

and so

{HM Hm(h)} = Hn+m(lg, h]) + C°*m, (4.5)

where C*;* is a constant. Since the Hamiltonians are only defined up to addition of
constants, it is possible to arrange for the Poisson bracket to take the form [3]

nδg,hc, (4.6)
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where c is a constant; i.e. the Hamiltonians provide a realization of the centrally
extended algebra ^ ® C[λ,λ~*] ©Cc.

The Hamiltonian of the GNLS equation is H2(E), so Eq. (4.6) implies that
H+N(k) are conserved quantities for the GNLS equation, except for H_2(E) if
c / 0 . Notice also that (4.6) and (4.1) imply

d±NkHo(E) = 0 VJV^0,/CG/, (4.7)

and one can use (3.16a) (with N = 0, k = E) to deduce that

ffo(£)=-iJ«Vβ (4.8)

(summation implied). Next, observe that

JTr(JS[>l2,3Bî 2]) = i f ( O ~ β " « " O
= 2il<fntgq--=-2ilq-;(f9 (4.9)

if # e / (using (4.7), (4.8)). Differentiation of (4.9) with respect to q±a gives Hamilton's
equations (4.3), so that one can use (3.16) to write

HN(g) = - iαfTr(A2ω^ω-1)N + 1, (4.10a)

H_N(g) = ίa$Ύv(Ao

xψ(ΩgΩ-1)N_1ψ-1\ (4.10b)

where a = 1/2 if ged, and α = 1 if ge^ .

5. Linearization

For step operators e±ΰLGm, define the formal power series

Γ±a{λ)= Σ λ-<»+ 1 )HΛ(β ±J = i J T r μ 2 ( ^ β β ± β f l - V " 1 - ω e ± f l t ω - 1 ) ) (5.1)

(by (4.10)). Then (4.6) and (1.2) imply

dN,EΓ±M = iΓ±Ml HN(E)} = ± iλNΓ±a(λ), (5.2)

and so Γ± ( t(l) linearizes the equations of motion of the GNLS hierarchy.
Using the cyclic property of the trace, (5.1) can be written as

Γ±a(λ) = ij((β " V ~ ΆUΩΫ* - (ω-UϊωfΊ, (5.3)

where (X)Ta denotes the eTθL component of X. Now, the restriction to the compact or
non-compact form corresponds to

(Xf=T(X)-« (5.4)

so that

oo oo

+ X Σ λ-"-1μ-m-1HH+m(leβ,e-fi]) (5.5)
n = - o o m = - o o

when q~* = + q**. Also

{Γx(λ),Γβ(μ)}=0 (5.6)
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(since (1.2) implies that [ e a , ^ ] = 0). Equation (5.5) shows that the transformation

<f-*Γa (5.7)

is not canonical.

6. Discussion

Recalling Eq. (3.14), one notes the following special cases of (3.29):

(6.1a)

'.+(xe<m. (6.1b)

The parameters (n,fc) could be regarded as "time" variables, but (n,e±oc) cannot.
Transformations which do not commute with translations are regarded, in the
context of gauge theories, as "internal symmetries" [4]. The mutually commuting
class {<3nίJ can be thought of as the basis of an "internal space." It is the generator of
translations in this space (Γa) which linearizes the GNLS system. It should be noted,
however, that what one is really considering is the phase space of the system. The
construction seems, in fact, to be a generalization of the conventional approach to
the SU(2) non-linear Schrodinger equation [5], where one considers the so-called
"monodromy matrix" whose diagonal elements give rise to conserved quantities,
while the off-diagonal elements lead to the linearization of the system.

The use of the gauge transformation ώ is similar to the method used by Olive and
Turok for deriving the conserved quantities of the Toda equation [6]. In that case, a
A-independent local gauge transformation was composed with a local transform-
ation of the form (1.25) so that the transformed gauge potential was a series
belonging to A. In the present case, as was mentioned earlier, the ^-independent
element φ is associated with the generalized Heisenberg ferromagnet (GHF) [2].
Consider the transformation

Ax —> Ax = φ~ 1Axφ + φ~1φx = λφ ~ 1Eφ, (6.2a)

A2(E)—> At= φ~1A2(E)φ + φ~1φ2fE — λ2φ~~1Eφ + λφ~1Ax

λφ (6.2b)

(by (3.10)) and define

S = φ~ίEφ. (6-3)

Then

dxS = ιj/~1[mE9 φ x φ ^ ^ φ = φ^^A^^E^φ, (6.4)

and so

[S, iSx] = φ~ι\_E\_Ax*iE~Y\φ = φ~ιA^φ^ (6.5)

i.e. the transformed gauge potentials are

Ax = λS, (6.6a)

(6.6b)
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and the zero curvature condition becomes the GHF equation

<V? = [ S , S X J . (6.7)

The conserved quantities which have been constructed for the GNLS system are
non-local, because of the non-locality of the gauge transformations used to
construct them. Non-local conserved quantities were constructed for the non-linear
σ-model in [7], and it was shown in [8] that these are associated with infinitesimal
transformations which form a centre-free Kac-Moody algebra. However, the
charges themselves do not form an algebra [9], and the Kac-Moody symmetry is
interpreted as a property of the solution space, rather than of the phase space. The
infinitesimal symmetries of the SU(2) non-linear Schrodinger equation were
investigated in [10]. In that construction, only the "positive" subalgebra was
realized non-trivially.

The linearization of the GNLS system using step operators of a Kac-Moody
algebra (Eq. (5.2)) seems to be related to the work of the Kyoto group [11], who use
vertex operators to construct soliton solutions for a large class of equations. It would
be interesting to establish the connection of these ideas with the approach of Adler
and van Moerbeke [12]. Other topics worth pursuing include the investigation of
the central term in (4.6) (e.g. the conditions under which it vanishes), and the
quantization of the system. For the SU{2) case, the quantization of the action-angle
variables (i.e. the canonical linearizing variables) gives the "Bethe ansatz" creation
operators [13]. In the general case, quantization should lead to vertex operators of
some sort.

The methods which have been presented here can be generalized to cover a wide
range of integrable systems. This will be discussed in a subsequent paper [14].
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